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Jewish-Bulgarian cooperation center “Alef”
About “Alef”
Jewish – Bulgarian cooperation center “Alef” is founded in Burgas. The
association carries the name of the first letter of the Jewish alphabet.
Center “Alef” is legal fact since March 2014. Among its founders are Jews and
Bulgarians with proven public activity and sympathy towards preservation and
development of the Jewish-Bulgarian relations.
The center is non-governmental organization, which aims at creating initiatives
that provide good examples of integration between Bulgarians and Jews. It is
nonpartisan, voluntary, democratic and autonomous public organization that
operates according to adopted Statutes and under the active legislation of the
Republic of Bulgaria.
Its headquarters and registered office is situated in Burgas, 4 Baba Ganka sq.
Mission:
1. Creating initiatives that provide good examples of integration between
Bulgarians and Jews;
2. Researching and promoting the deep cultural and historical ties between
Bulgarians and Jews throughout history;
3. Developing cultural, social and economic ties with Jewish and Israeli
institutions, companies and individuals;
4. Promoting the unique act of rescuing 50,000 Bulgarian Jews during World
War II and giving due respect and gratitude to those Bulgarians who
contributed to it;
5. Proving that Jews are people with ancient traditions and morality, having
deep roots in Bulgarian society without losing their identity;
6. Actively working to promote trust and to enhance cooperation between
Jewish and Bulgarian people, their countries and their diaspora;
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7. Countering any form of fascism, xenophobia, totalitarianism antidemocracy, terrorism, racism, anti-Semitism and all other inhuman and
condemned by human civilization ideologies and practices that constitute
crimes against humanity;
8. Strengthening relations with other ethnic communities in the spirit of
generally accepted human values – respect, understanding and tolerance;
9. Informing about and promoting individual and socially-significant
contributions of Jews to science and to the economic, educational and
cultural life of the Bulgarian society;
10. Preserving, promoting and developing Jewish and Bulgarian ethnic,
linguistic and cultural values and traditions;
11. Creating connections and communication between Jewish and Bulgarian
organizations and communities to carry out joint projects in all sectors of
social, economic and cultural life;
12. Promoting better communication between official institutions and
political and administrative entities of the States of Israel and Bulgaria;
Management: Alberta Alkalay- Chairperson
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Activities:
Literary contest
In mid September 2014 Center “Alef” announced the beginning of the second
literary contest “Whoever saves one life, saves the entire universe.” It was
dedicated to the 100-th anniversary of the World War I and the topic was: “Jews
and Bulgarians – two peoples, one country, one love”
For two months more than 60 students from 28 cities across the country wrote
essays, short stories, writings describing the participation of Jews in the ranks of
the Bulgarian army, their sacrifice and patriotism during the Liberation, Balkan
and World War I. The works contained examples of acts of valor, justice and
friendship in time of war between Jews and Bulgarians. The participants
interpret these examples as evidence of the deep historical and human ties
between the two peoples, that years later became a major obstacle against the
deportation of Jews from Bulgaria.
This is the second student competition that Center “Alef” organizes to stimulate
the interest of the young people in crucial for our country moments from the past
and to make them reach a conclusions for the present.
The students have put passion and personal feelings, have examined remarkable
facts about the front friendship between Bulgarians and Jews . They have
emphasized on the tolerance of the Bulgarian state to other ethnicities.
The students` writings were assessed by a jury, including : Mihaylina Pavlova –
Editor-in-chief of newspaper “Jewish news”, Rumen Leonidov – poet and
publisher, Asen Yordanov – journalist and director of the website Bivol.bg.
On December 19th in the former Burgas Synagogue the winners have been
announced. Dozens of children traveled hundreds of miles to attend and receive
their prizes.
The author of the work, ranked first place received 250 BGN, the second place
200 BGN, and third place 150 BGN. For every outstanding participant the
organizers have prepared many material incentive awards, books and other
surprises. The most interesting work was published in leading Bulgarian media.
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The grand prize was awarded to the eighth-grader from the School of
Mathematics “Atanas Radev” in the city of Yambol - Miroslava Grozeva.
Larissa Ambrozova, tenth-grader from the high school “Dimitar Blagoev” in the
town of Svishtov and Martina Yotova, twelfth-grader from the Professional High
School for Engineering and Management “Hristo Botev” in the town of Botevgrad,
were ranked second.
Two third places went to Aleksandra Todorova, eleventh-grader from the high
school “Vicho Grancharov” in the town of Gorna Oryahovitsa and to Matey
Tamahkyarov, eleventh-grader in the English Language High School “Geo Milev”
in the city of Burgas.
The Secretary General of the Organization of Jews in Bulgaria “Shalom”, Mr.
Joseph Melamed delievered an official welcome on behalf of the Jewish
community.
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Virtual library
For the participants in the second literary contest Center “Alef” created virtual
library on its website http://alef-bg.org that presented battle feats of Jews and
Bulgarians in the wars for national union.
This was the first of its kind electronic library containing numerous materials,
concerning the participation of the Jews in the Bulgarian wars. This gave the
opportunity of the young people to get in touch with authentic documents and
learn not very known facts to help them while preparing the essays.
Documentary „Let`s remember”
Center “Alef” created the documentary “Let`s remember” – the first film, that
highlights the names of local politicians and intellectuals, who 72 years ago led
the public outrage against the deportation of Jews from the city and managed to
win back the lives of their fellow citizens. Author of the film is Alberta Alkalaychairperson of Center “Alef”
With a series of initiatives every year, "Alef" promotes the unique act of salvation
of Bulgarian Jews during the World War II and gives due honor and gratitude to
the Bulgarians who have contributed to this. “Let`s remember” is created to keep
the memory awake and to show that with will and personal example each of us
can affect the future events.
The 30 – minute documentary answers the questions: What happened to the
Jews in Burgas in 1943? Who are the brave people, who did not leave alone their
fellow citizens and risking their own lives have begged mercy for them? What
provoke the people show such a unique public and private moral and resist to
the anti-human acts of mass extermination of Jews?
In the movie come to live memories of contemporaries who survived the horror
of the unreasonable mass extermination. “Let`s remember” not only overcomes
the distance of the years, it represents a new read of the Burgas and Bulgarian
history and shows how on the background of the inhuman cruelty towards one
nation a solidarity can be manifested.
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Screening the film "Let`s remember"
In November 2014 the film was presented to the members of the Burgas rotary
club “Pirgos”.
Several dozens Rotarians – prominent public figures,
representatives of business and culture – watched the film. Official guest of the
event was the Chairman of the Regional Organization of the Jews "Shalom" Burgas Sabetay Varsanov, who is also an honorary member of the club.
Dyanko Pravchev, Lubomir Zurkov and Alexander Hadjipetrov – three of the
people, whose stories are included in the film were a prominent public figures
and humanists and also were then members of the Rotary Club in the city.
In early December "Let`s remember" made its official premiere in Sofia at the
Jewish center "Beit Shalom".
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Prominent Bulgarians were honored posthumously rescuers of Jews
In connection with the 70th anniversary of the rescue of the Bulgarian Jews from
the death camps and the gratitude to the Bulgarian nation for its great
contribution in this act in August 2014 Center “Alef” initiated a petition for
conferring the title "honorary citizen of Burgas" two notables of the city.
For the rescue of the Jews in Burgas especially contributed the intervention of
Petko Chorbadjiev - writer, critic, MP, politician and Dr. Dyanko Pravchev - thenmayor of the city.
In December 2014 the two noble men received posthumously honors for their
courage not to allow their fellow citizens to become victims of the Holocaust. The
council of Burgas voted unanimously the conferment of honorary titles to two
prominent citizens and public figures from the city, died decades ago, but left
bright example for courage and humanism. Such a decision is precedent, but it
gives due respect to two people who have been unjustly neglected and their acts
have not found a worthy place in the memory of generations.
The high honors were awarded
for their courage and strength
with which they have opposed
the anti-human laws during the
World War II and their
organized mass actions to save
the Jews from deportation.
Awards were presented to the
heirs of Petko Rosen and Dr.
Dyanko Pravchev by the Mayor
of Burgas Dimitar Nikolov, the
chairman of the Municipal
council
Konstantin
Lukov
during the official session of the local parliament for the feast of the city - St.
Nicholas Day.
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Occasions
„Alef”commemorated 71 years from the rescue of the Bulgarian Jews
With the moving documentary “Let`s remember” “Alef” celebrated the 71st
anniversary from the rescue of the Bulgarian Jews from the death camps. On
March 10th in Cultural center “Sea casino” in Burgas the movie was screened free
entry.
Public figures, MPs, officials in state and municipal administration, business
representatives and intellectuals, the local Jewish community, students came to
watch the film. The retrospective film was prepared for the anniversary of the
heroism of the Bulgarian people and presents little-known facts about the life of
Jews in Burgas and their rescuers.
For the event а ballet troupe from the National School of Music and Performing
Arts "Prof. Pancho Vladigerov " led by Nedko Georgiev, prepared a dance on the
soundtrack from Steven Spielberg`s film "Schindler's List. "
Nora-Marie Jananyan read its essay “Whoever saves one life, saves the entire
universe”, awarded in the homonymous literary contest.
Kadish in Burgas for the killed Israeli kids
In Burgas took place a memorial prayer - Kaddish in memory of three young
Israeli victims (Eyal Yifrach, Gilad Shaar, Naftali Fraenkel) of the terrorist act. The
ceremony was held on July 3 in Burgas former synagogue.
To share their support to the relatives of the slain boys and say "no" to terrorism
in the world gathered representatives of the Jewish community in the city, local
and state institutions. Honorary Consul of Israel Orlin Mandov, heads of
municipal and state institutions, citizens and journalists attended the event.
The memorial service was held a Rabbi Amram Malka of Beit Habad, who arrived
in Burgas especially for the ceremony. The whole event was organizaed by
Center “Alef”.
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They honored the memory of victims of the bombing attack in Burgas
On July 18th 2014 on the occasions
of the second anniversary of the
terrorist act in Burgas airport –
Sarafovo, Jewish – Bulgarian
cooperation
center
“Alef”
honored the memory of the
victims. The organization laid
flowers and a wreath of flowers.
The chairperson Alberta Alkalay
said that the honor of the victims
must unite us all to reject
xenophobia, racism and religious
intolerance.
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Participation in other initiatives
International Mother Language Day
On February 24th Center “Alef” participated in a spectacle for the International
mother language day, organized in the Cultural center “Sea casino”. Center “Alef”
together with Greeks, Armenians, Turkish participated with songs in Hebrew and
Ladino and supplemented the multiethnic linguistic panorama of the city.
The popular song “Adio Kerida”, which was performed by vocal ensamble of
Choir School "Milka Stoeva" - Youth Cultural Center, conductor Svetla Stoeva is a
kind of anthem of the Bulgarian Sephardic Jews. It was sang in Ladino /Spaniel/
- this is the traditional mother language of the Bulgarian Sephardic Jews.
The performance of Kristina Doncheva performed a song in Hebrew - the official
language of the State of Israel. „Horchat Hai Caliptus“ which praises the beauty of
nature and the wisdom that it gives us, rose the audience to his feet.
“Alef” participates in Limmud Keshet 2014
With film and lecture Center for Jewish-Bulgarian cooperation "Alef" was
presented during Limmud Keshet 2014, that took place in Borovets on
September 3rd 2014.
Charity
At the end of June 2014 Centre "Alef"
sent aid to the victims of the
devastating flooding in Varna. The
initiative was carried out only with
private donations or purchased by
members of the center aids. The
campaign of the association
continues to a normalization living
conditions in the affected areas.
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